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Veteran, Vintage and Classic Vehicle Insurance.
Finding the right kind of insurance can be hard, especially when you own a rare and valuable vehicle
that has unique insurance needs.
There are a number of things you should consider when looking for insurance for your special vehicle.
Make sure the policy has an Agreed Value option. This allows you to include extras such as any work
that has been done to restore or improve its condition, that wouldn’t usually be considered in a
standard market value.
The option of Salvage retention is especially important for owners of veteran, vintage or classic
vehicles, as this feature allows owners to keep the wreck after an accident as a potential to rebuild or
a source of parts. Please review conditions of this carefully as with some insurers there is an extra
cost involved or the vehicle has to be of a certain age.
Many restorers of veteran, vintage or classic vehicles require cover for vehicles under restoration.
Make sure your vehicle is covered on and off the road. Other policy features such as choice of repairer are also worth considering.
The most important thing to remember is to always read your policy documents and weigh up all the
pros and cons, financial or otherwise, because only you can decide what cover is best for your
vehicle.

NRMA Insurance will take as much care of your classic vehicle as you do.
Our Veteran, Vintage and Classic Vehicle Insurance policy is designed for vehicles used for hobby
and recreational purposes and includes cover up to the agreed value, faultless excess and retention
of salvage after an accident (for vehicles manufactured prior to 31/12/1980).
As a bonus, you may be eligible for NRMA Traveller Care, at no extra cost for vehicles over 15 years
of age that break down more than 100kms from home within Australia. This gives you extra help if
you run into problems away from home, and provides accommodation, car rental and an extended
towing service. Subject to certain conditions.
Give us a call on 1800 646 605 or visit our website at www.nrma.com.au to discuss your vehicle’s
insurance needs.
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Runs 2014
Contact : Craig Downes - 0409 779 430 or Col Money 0418 696 830 for information on runs and to let them know if you might be
going. Items in RED are yet to be finalized as to exact date / time.
For Coffee Runs contact Mike Sidney 0434 023 815 for dates & times.

If there are ANY runs you might like to go to, PLEASE don’t hesitate to Call Craig or Col for info.
January 19th
January 26th

All American Day – Castle Towers Shopping Centre Car park Castle Hill
Australia Day CARnival.
PLEASE NOTE Pre - Entry required.

February 3rd

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM

February 16th
February 23

Auto lodge museum (Private collection) Londonderry Details and meet spot TBA
Coffee run –Coffee Club Penrith Mike Sydney to advise time

March 3rd
March 14th -17th

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
Chryslers on the Murray, Gateway Lakes, Wodonga, Victoria

April 7th
April 13
April 27

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
Coffee run Venue TBA One week prior to event Mike Sydney
Sublime Point Café Bulli tops Meet at Krispy Kremes Liverpool at 10:00

May 5th
May 18th

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
Family Poker run meet Start point TBA with Mystery destination 09:00

June 2nd
June 16

June 29th
July 7th
July 13
July

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
Kurnell coffee shop morning run Meet at Strathfield Maccas 08”00
Rattle 'n' Hum Car Show. Castle Hill RSL. Castle Street. Castle Hill
Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
Inspection day for cars on historic rego & run. Meet at Maroubra beach Café at 09:00
then cruise to Lake Parramatta at 12.00.
Liverpool Super Swap - Fairfield Showgrounds.

August 4th
AGM and Election of Committee - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
August 1,2,3
Hunter Valley Chrysler Club’s Wake Run to Canton Beach Tourist Park
August
CMC Eastern Creek Display – Tickets holders only. Meet inside Eastern Creek.
September 1st
September 13th
September 14
September 21st

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
Willoughby Street Fair 2013 - Show and Shine for Car Clubs
“Regals” Mopar Only swap meet at the Croatian Club, Schofields - early morning run.
Meet at Leos Café for coffee at 7:00 am
CAVOA Berrima run and “Show and Shine”--Invite event

October 6th
October
October 5

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
All Chrysler Day – Fairfield Showgrounds Smithfield Road Prairewood
Coffee run Venue TBA One week prior to event Mike Sydney

November 3rd
November 9th
November 16th

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
Mopar Rumble – Sydney Drag way Eastern Creek
Xmas lunch Brighton beach details TBA

December 1st

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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President’s Message
Colin Kenny—Levick
Here we are again at the end of another year and hopefully it has been a good year for you.
Maybe you found that elusive part, advanced a restoration or just got out and enjoyed
your Valiant by Chrysler! There is so much more competing for our time nowadays that it
is easy to overlook our cars and only take them out a few times a year. Sometimes, we
need to plan ahead and block out dates on our calendars to make time to catch up on club
runs. I am guilty of the same thing but when I do attend, I am always glad I did.
The past twelve months has seen the club increase in membership numbers for the first
time in several years. This is encouraging as we always want to remain relevant to our existing members as well as
attracting new members. We want to have something for everyone, and I would like to see the next generation of
younger members getting involved.
So “what do we have in this edition of the magazine?” I hear you ask. Well for a start, we have a new contributor but
long time associate Pam Money with her write up on the Wiseman’s Ferry run. Pam and Colin Money go way back to the
club’s earliest beginnings in the late 1970’s and this, I believe is her inaugural piece and descriptively written and
accompanied by some great images. “Thanks Mrs. M”.
The amazing Kathryn Williams has written yet another piece. A member for about 17 years – not a peep from her in
editorial until this year and bam! Her third article this year – and a well written one on the All Chrysler Day ( or more
accurately, the story of how she went from a disinterested tagalong to an enthusiastic advocate of all things R & S
Valiant! )
Peter has managed to get a couple of articles in, which is no surprise. As the editor, with deadlines looming and looking
at blank pages, you have to write something!! If I was editor, all you would get from me was a few full page old Valiant
ads…that is why Peter has the job . He has written on the Mopar Rumble Cruise night to Harry’s Café de Wheels. The
night was a great event but the rain we had all been waiting for to make our lawns green again arrived the next day for
the drags! The weather is the one thing you can’t predict ahead of time!!!
As you may be aware, I am one of our club’s delegates to the All Chrysler day committee and became involved late in the
piece. As a club, we believe in the relevance of the ACD and would like to see it develop and continue. Peter has written a
article from his
perspective as a long time attendee and I thought that it was a fair comment so it remains as he has
written it. You may agree or not but it is a worthwhile commentary. Just on that point, the President’s of the Chrysler
clubs plan to meet to discuss what improvements can be made for future events. Personally, I enjoyed the event and
wish to see it flourish in the future.
John and Sue Pulo have written about the 13th National Chrysler Restorers Club National Rally held in Warnambool
Victoria. 331 people in 167 cars. Surely, we can match that in 2015 for the R & S National Rally, can’t we Warwick ?
From all I have spoken to who attended, it was a brilliant event.
I chimed in with our Christmas party write up. What a great day. Good location, great people, terrific food and stunning
R, S and AP5’s…AP5’s? Read it!
Thanks Col Money for your tips. They really do work!
Welcome to Ray and Glenys Scott. We caught up at the ACD and everyone was checking over his great SV1. It was
originally from Victoria I believe, and has some interesting accessories.
Well, this is the point where I say to you all, have a safe and happy Christmas and I hope 2014 brings you all that you wish
for. It has been my privilege to be club president again this year. Please feel free to email me if there are thoughts or
ideas that we may be able to implement for you in 2014.

Colin Kenny-Levick President.
The R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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RUN TO WISEMANS FERRY ( the Punt Run ) - 15th September.
Pamela Money

McGraths Hill was the venues meeting spot for this run.
Macca’s coffee in hand, the men have a quick look over the
Val’s with the familiar chatter of what is new, and workings
of what is going on under the bonnet.
Before long it was time to depart for Lower Portland via
Wilberforce, Woodlands Park, Ebenezer and Sackville. The
roads out there are good with an abundance of bush
scenery and glimpses of the Hawkesbury. It was at Lower
Portland that we were to cross the river via Ferry - Colin
announced that it was apparently “to give the girls a ride,
for a change”, and the Vals were loaded on.
The cars boarded the ferry with the guidance of the
Ferryman, inching the Valso’s forward till they were almost
literally an “inch” apart. This manoeuvre was necessary so
as to allow Paul - at the rear in his ute - to board also. Everyone was on deck with camera to capture the
moment of departure. The “Girls” I assume, enjoyed their 3minute ride across, before revving up again for the
uphill ramp on the other side. The Ferryman guided us off, and we were on our way to Wisemans Ferry and
lunch.
Winding our way alongside the Hawkesbury with the sun is shining....... it is scenic, peaceful and very pleasant
driving. As we headed on up the mountain the road narrows to one lane and it is quite dusty and rocky in
parts. “Charlie is not going to like this!” Colin remarks. However, in no time we have arrived at Wisemans Ferry
Club.
Parking the Valso”s in a row, it’s time for another photo shoot ( Oh boy! Really ?? ). How many different poses
can the Valso do?
At this time Craig discovers his left side blinker has worked loose, but with a bit of magic plus some cables ties
and a rag, he soon has it secured in place.
We amble up to the Club where we dine on the verandah overlooking the bowling greens and golf course. Our
lunch was most enjoyable with conversation flowing - lovely. Time soon passes and we have to call it a day to
make our journey home before the traffic snarls.
Our day trip was some 110 miles.....177 km.
Thank you Craig - we had a relaxing drive and a most enjoyable day. The “GIRLS” loved it, and so did I.
Attended by : Paul McCurley, Bev & Charlie Dimech, Costa, Bob Thompson , Barrie & Lorna Osborn, Craig
Downs and young friend Corey, Colin & Pamela Money.

Pamela.

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Australian R&S “Parts and Information Bulletin” Guide.
You may remember a really good book on R&S Valiants called YARD TOURS. It was put together by Michael Barker from the W.A
R&S Club, who emailed me recently asking if I could insert the following in the magazine :
“I am trying to put a booklet together in time for the next R&S Rally, to be held in NSW in 2015.
Basically, I am looking for any Australian R&S Parts Bulletins or Service Sheets or Fault Sheets - also any installation sheets for
Australian R&S accessories. I’m not wanting original copies, just really good scans or photocopies of originals. Info is being
collected to put into an "Australian R&S Parts and Information Bulletin Guide" to be released at the 6th National rally in 2015.”
If anyone is able to help, please email Mike at : yardtours@gmail.com

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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“A.C.D & Me”
Kathryn Williams
I don’t know about you guys, but am I the only one that takes a few seconds when I get into my Val, to inhale that delicious
smell of vinyl (with petrol top notes) ? There’s just that minute alone in my thoughts as I enter my car in the garage after
she’s been closed up for a while….. when I close my eyes, hold on to the steering wheel, and take in a deep breath.
That’s it !
May be I should design a new perfume and call it “Valiante”. Hmmm….... “So dependable and always the same”.
For me, the All Chrysler Day is a time to reflect on the memories of a past lifetime.
You wouldn’t believe that just a few decades ago I was one of those wives who was dragged around All Chrysler Day, year
after year after year. “Sheeesh”, I used to dread that date on the calendar. Then there was the Swap Meet.
“Oh God Please……..Someone poke me in the eye with a stick, it’s got to be less painful than this”!
This is a girl that likes animals & lots of them! Inside I had as much interest in a wet sack, when I’d smile and nod at my (ex)
husband’s enthusiasm. Poor fella ! It was a time in my life when I cared about being the dutiful wife.
My husband had been Mopar Mad his whole life. His dad was one of those trusted old mechanics, and he worked on
Valiants. My husband had a fully restored RT Charger, that had been stolen the month before we met - it was uninsured.
On the rebound, he rushed into buying a Plymouth Duster 340. Anyway, that was his thing, and that was fine by me.
Then in 1995 the engine in my little Galant (my husbands choice) was showing signs of fatigue. I think it needed a new
head gasket. Big job. Who wants to do that ? Nahhhh.
It was a good excuse (for my husband) to get another Mopar. Well, I must have taken something into my brain after all
those years. At one ACD he said “which car do you like”? Brave move, because I could have said “I don’t like any of them”.
But year after year, I did stop for a longer look at the “R & S” Vals - not that I knew anything about them - I just loved the
shape. The round body, two big round eyes, the chrome sparkling like diamonds. It‘s the mechanical equivalent of the
sexy female form (hence my number plates SXC62S). Don’t pretend you fella’s weren’t subconsciously attracted to that as
well !
We rang the R & S Club but there weren’t any for sale at the time. I think we just found one through the newspapers. We
bought a white ‘S’ on 27th July 1995. It cost $5,000. The plates were CRV178. It was only ever meant to be my run about. I
was driving from the Central Coast to work in Sydney and I was soon to discover the big disadvantage of not having power
steering, air conditioning or power windows and a fuel gauge that never read accurately. After being doused in petrol from
“re-gurge” of the fuel tank and showing up to work smelling like a service station mechanic one to many times, the final
straw came when I ran out of petrol on Ryde Road on a boiling hot day, with a litter of stray kittens in the back. I had
managed to park on the median strip and screamed some frantic, expletive laced dialogue down the phone line to my
husband.
At that time we were DINKS (Double Income No Kids), so we set about restoring the ‘S’ to my taste. We had a ‘cashie’
mates rates deal on the spray. I wanted to colour it black, but our ‘mate’ refused, so I chose the dark green as the interior

(Continued from page 8)

bench seat was metallic green. My

husband and his

dad were fantastic and put in a lot of work sourcing
widgets and gadgets and piecing it all back together.
This included diverting the fuel opening to the top of
the panel with a Jag fuel cap. I can’t

visualize where

we bought the car, but for some reason I remember
when we found 4 doors and a bonnet in excellent condition for about $50 that had been in storage. This was
real coup because we discovered the bottom of the
original doors in very bad shape after we stripped
them.
Then, back to All Chrysler Day in 1997 (I’d gained a bit more enthusiasm by now) and a Mr John Pulo nabbed us into
joining the Club. We went on the 1st National Rally in 1999 and many more ACD’s over the years.
Getting around in the ‘S’ was becoming annoying, as people in shopping centre car parks were not showing respect, so
we needed to get another run about (and the mod cons would be welcomed). Of course we had to have a Chrysler and
by now the Neon had arrived in Australia much to my husband’s delight. I do believe we bought our new purple Neon
from Peter Warren Motors.
So, fast forward 18 years. On my life’s journey, I have ditched a husband, lost my two dogs (who travelled with us
everywhere), kept the ‘S’ and gained one child. While I don’t seem to get it right with men in my life, one thing has
stayed strong, dependable and reliable - and that would be my beautiful “S” Series. I am no longer a DINK, and am now a
TAVO (Tight Arse Valiant Owner) - thanks Michael Sidney for introducing a new acronym to my vocabulary. I don’t have
the surplus funds to put into my car like I once had, but she is still soooooo beautiful. And yes…... I take the time to smell
her in any rare moment of solitude. Oh, and I’m still part of this fabulous Club with its amazingly passionate people.
And these days I get along to the A.C.D with a little more spring in my step !

Kathryn Williams

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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MOPAR RUMBLE Cruise Night—Harry’s Cafe de Wheels.
Peter Morthen
On a balmy Saturday night on 9th November, I threw
Sandie on the back of the Suzuki and we headed at a
hundred miles an hour down the M5 to Harrys at
Liverpool, for a pie with peas, mashed potato and
gravy - or a “TIGER” as they are more commonly
known.
Now.....there is never a shortage of car based events
at Harrys, but what made this night special was the
fact that it wasn’t just cars on display......they were
OUR KIND OF CARS !!! That’s right....Chryslers,
Dodges and Plymouths filled the parking lot for the
Mopar Rumble Cruise Night.
For those that don’t know, the Mopar Rumble is
actually a display day and Drag racing event for
Chryslers out near Eastern Creek (which was to be
the following day), however this year the Gods were
unkind and I’ve been told by Craig that the event was
actually cancelled, so I guess I was lucky to see some
cars at Harry’s. In any case, here’s some pics from
the night and a little blurb from Craig on what
transpired on the Sunday.

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Mopar Rumble......the Sunday - Craig Downes
Grey, grey, grey................we prayed and we danced and we cursed....... but nothing not a bit of sun in the sky to call our
own. “Wet and miserable” accurately describes the WSMSP Car park where Mopar Rumble events were to be held.
After such a pleasant night spent ogling some great machines at Harry’s, the Sunday was just a wash out . Still, the
stalwarts of the club were out there in the sleet, wind and rain. Ok - not so much wind, and not a bit of sleet, but you get
the idea. Col, Bobby, Norm and myself with my son, showed up to have a look around . There were enough cars in the
car park to wander around and have a look at ( in the drisel ). Some nice stuff that you may not normally see at show
type events.
The pics of the tractors are the only thing that went
down the track in anger on the day, which was a shame
because in the car park there was an impressive list of
machines and drivers all itching to go down the quarter
mile.
Everything from a little yellow Gremlin that sounded
like a 99 piece orchestra with 98 drums, and front
wheels that looked like they didn't do much ground
time, to Bobby Nix in his grey “S” Series V8.
Every one stayed hopeful until the REAL grey stuff started to roll in, and that was when the tractors gave up the ghost
and got put back in the shed .

Craig Downes

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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“R & S” Chrysler Christmas Extravaganza
By Colin Kenny-Levick

Okay, well extravaganza is probably overstating our club picnic, but it was a great day nonetheless. Craig wasn’t able to
attend, so Colin Money sent out a call for assistance earlier in the week. I told him I could help and he said just to get
there at 9.00am. If you remember my article on last year’s picnic, I always thought that these events started at midday –
nope, it’s always been a 10.00am start apparently. So I roll in with my “RV1” at 9.00am and the Pulos (“R”), Nicklins (“S”),
Sullivans (“R”) and Bob Nix (“S”) are all there with Colin (“R”). I could’ve (should’ve) slept in!!
As the morning wore on we had a few more arrivals, Norm Williams with his (“S”), and then Charlie Dimech and Bev in
their great (“R”) and then something unexpected…Kostas rolls in driving his AP5. Not long after, I get a call from Mike
Sidney getting some final directions to our location. I figure another “R” to add to the collection but to my surprise he
and his son Paul arrive in Paul’s AP5. This car used to belong to Bev but Mike doesn’t have enough projects with the “Q”,
“R” and “S” in his stable. Now with the AP5, he is working his way up through to CM - one by one! We may have to rename it the “R & S and AP5” Christmas picnic!
By now you would have realized that some
of the model designations are in brackets –
count them! That’s right, five “R’s”; three
“S’s” and two ring in AP5’s. If Sue had
brought her AP5/6 (give her a call if you are
looking for a beautifully restored car), there
would have been equal amounts of AP5’s to
SV1’s.
Okay, all you “S” Series owners, where were
you? There were ten times the amount of S
Series produced over the R Series, so by my reckoning, there should have been 5 R’s; 50 S’s and well…two AP5’s.
We also had Tony and Mary Borg arrive in something un-Mopar, so he was relegated to the other side of the car park,
but I guarantee you this will be the last time he comes to an event like this without his “R”. It is almost done.
Ziggy and his family arrived about the same time. He even brought his mum. Pretty thoughtful I thought. “Onya” Zig!
Mark Kunach also came along and was pretty well set up in the shade with a cool broad brimmed hat. Of course, no club
event is complete without the irrepressible David Q Smith Esq. (actually, I don’t know about his middle initial but it looks
good in print so he should adopt it.) I doubt that there are many in the club that Dave hasn’t been able to help in some
way. He is truly the guru of these models. He totally impresses me.
Anyway, after many well prepared appetizers being exchanged ( thank you
ladies, because I know the guys didn’t make them ) Col did his annual
disappearing act to go to the chicken shop. He returned with a car full of
chicken, chips and salads. It was great food.
Mike Sidney’s girlfriend Sue and her daughter arrived with their dog so she
could sus out why any man would be buying so many Valiants. So what was
the verdict Mike? We understand, but does Sue?
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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(Continued from page 12)

So, did I miss anyone??? Yes, I did. We were just finishing our lunch
when Tony’s phone rings. It is George and he is almost here ( without the royalty ). “Great”, I thought. Another RV1, now he has club
plates. Alas he showed up in……. Well…….. not his Valiant but it was
great to see him, and I was glad he could make it. He and I go way
back to the first days of the reformed club, along with the Pulos and
Charlie. Speaking of Charlie, he handed out copies of CD’s to all on
the day with the 25th anniversary (1987) of the RV1 at Fitzpatrick
Park. The clip shows that my body was thinner but my hair was
thicker. What happened ? It also had the 1st All Chrysler Day at
Roselands Carpark, so an interesting bit of history ( Just thought I
would mention that John Pulo was thinner then too!! )

Unlike last year’s really hot 50th Anniversary Christmas Picnic, the
weather was perfect – warm and sunny with a gentle breeze. Col
Money ordered that ahead of time. Well done mate. Also, I didn’t
have to make a speech so you were all spared that but I figured that
having given the speech at the 25th and 50th anniversaries, I have
written a great speech for the 75th anniversary in another 24 years
( 2037 )! See you all there.

We wound up around mid afternoon but it was truly a good time
had by all attendees. Craig will send out a calendar in this magazine,
so make a point to keep the date free next year. You will have a
great time.
Cheers,
Colin Kenny-Levick

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Sue & John Pulo's Trip to the Chrysler Restorers Club
13th National Rally - Warrnambool, Victoria

The rally was held from the 29th September to 5th October 2013 and, as always, we added 3-4 days before and after the
rally for travelling time – not to mention calling in to meet up with a distant relative in Victoria.
Our 2 door R Series travelled reasonably well, although a little trouble was experienced. Our biggest headache of all
turned out to be the weather – freezing cold, with piercing rain and very blowy winds – what an ugly combination!
Because of our R & S Rally in 2015, both Sue and I tended to look towards their committee and how they handled things.
We thought they did a brilliant job in spite of the weather and they really, really did look after their sponsors. The only
one that comes to mind at the moment is of course Chrysler, and that is because of “Chrysler's New Dealership in
Warrnambool.” This is not to say that they didn't look after the rest of their sponsors equally as well.

Having said that the Club did a great job. I must confess, there was a small hiccup which went back to the Friday Night
Dinner, where it was announced that for the Display Day the next morning ( Saturday ) every decade of cars would be
allocated an arrival time in the Marshalling Area before being sent to the Display Area. This was over a period of two and
a half hours, and as an example - 8:00 am was for 1960-1969, and so on. When it came to the 17 “R's”, “S's” and one
Lancer, well......... we were put anywhere and everywhere in an area allocated for 1960s to present day cars.
What was the point of having the marshalling? We were very disappointed that there was no attempt to send each of
the year models as a group to the display area so they could all be parked together.

That's a very minor disappointment when you
consider that their Rally Committee needed to
organise 331 people travelling in 167 entrant
cars for 7 days. They arranged lunch and morning tea on 5 days, dinner and entertainment on
6 nights, drives on 4 days, 2 bus trips on the
“free day”, as well as the display day. It was a
mammoth job and they handled it spectacularly
well. The Rally Book had the complete itinerary
with directions for each day, as well as the
names of entrants and photos of their cars.
They also produced 7 daily newsletters. On
each day's drive there would be Marshals on
each turning corner, braving the bad weather,
to direct those 167 cars to each destination.
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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(Continued from page 14)

I think the highlight for us was the bus trip on the “free day” to
“Donald and Sheila Feast's Classic Car Collection and Memorabilia
Museum” at Port MacDonnell, South Australia. This was certainly
something to look forward to and to actually see. We would definitely
recommend to anyone who is in the area to make a point of calling in.
Certainly a worthwhile museum to see.
Donald and Sheila have about 70 cars in their museum ( give or take a
few others ) and absolutely heaps of memorabilia. Being a person of
mature age, it definitely brings back lots of memories from the past.
Sue and I spent about two to three hours looking through the museum
that day, but for a really good tour of the museum, I’d go as far as to
say you should leave a minimum four hours or so.
The coastline near Port MacDonnell is very picturesque and the countryside was quite green and flat. As the buses entered the museum
driveway the first thing everyone noticed was a red S Series raised up
into the sky on a pole – not sure you'd see that anywhere else in the
world! It is typical of Donald's querky sense of humour, which permeates the whole museum. The next thing you notice is a hand painted
mural along the complete outside wall of one of the display buildings. I
didn't have a tape measure, but the mural must have been at least 15 metres long and about 3 metres high. It includes a
painting of Donald near the centre and his eyes seem to follow you as you walk from the beginning to the end of the mural – very strange.
We walked over to take a photo of their museum entry sign, only to find that their complete fence beside the road – at
least 30 metres – had old sneakers lining the top of the fence – not sure why, but it was certainly different!
There were several sheds in the museum and every time you looked around there was something even more interesting
up high and down low. Sue even found a photo of our 2 door R Series when it was featured on a calendar a few years
ago with the Sydney Harbour Bridge in the background.
Apart from all the Chryslers on display, there were
trucks, push bikes, pedal cars, tricycles, scooters,
model planes, prams, dolls, cots, basinettes, high
chairs, barbie dolls and cars, model cars, hubcaps,
wheels, bottles, drink cans, biscuit tins, oil tins, kitchen
scales, irons, keyrings, tools, posters, the list is endless,
and you get the feeling that each and every item holds
a special place in the lives of Sheila and Donald and
they are only too happy to share their memories with
you.
The Rally Show & Shine Display Day was an absolute hit
with nice warm sunshine just everywhere, as you can
all see from the photos a complete hit, compared to
the beginning of the Rally with the freezing cold, rain
everywhere and blowy winds. We were also able to speak to all the entrants with R and S Valiants on display and give
them information on our 2015 Rally at The Entrance.
A picture tells a thousand words about this place, so enjoy the photo’s of this great Museum. I’m sure you can all get a
better idea as to their huge display of early Valiants by simply looking at the pictures..

Cheers to All --- Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year !

--- Sue & John

Pictures Next page.......
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You wanted more ?? You GET MORE !!!!

Col Moneys Handy Tips and Advice.
Leaking Transmission Cables.
A while back, my “R” was dropping small amounts transmission oil and it was really bugging
me. While my motor was getting worked on, I decided to drop the gearbox out and see what
was going on. I disconnected (removed ) the selector cables and took them hoping to get
new outer cables made. After getting the price for 3, well ......let’s just say I thought there
must be a cheaper way to fix them up.
“Perhaps heat shrink might work”, I thought to myself. Talking to Tony Borg, he suggested I try this heat shrink tubing he
had which was glue lined. I took the piece, cut it to size, fitted it and then heated it with my gas torch. It shrunk from 19
mm down to 4 mm. You could see the glue coming out when it was shrinking. First and foremost you must clean the
cables thoroughly before fitting the tubing, with thinners or wax and grease remover.
It s called Black Glue Line Heat Shrink.
After 9 months and 1,800 miles there are no sign of any leaks as yet ( touch wood ). The cost of one length was roughly
around $23.00 per 600mm long length.

Top Radiator Tanks.
Did you know that the top tank on a “R” is 10 mm higher than on an “S” ?
Also, the top water outlet is farther to the left.
After market Thermostat Housing.
Make sure you don’t put your new aftermarket housing straight on the car. Why ? Because, they are not dead flat. Put it
on a flat surface with a sheet of 240 or 320 grit paper under it, and rub it on the paper till it’s nice and flat. Then you can
fit it with no worries that the surfaces aren’t right. Oh, and keep an eye on the buggers. The last one I used corroded out
inside 2 years.
Removing Anodizing ( small parts only ).
Did you know that some Oven cleaners have enough acid in them to remove anodising without to much pitting or discolouring ? Just spray it on, leave it for about 20 - 30 minutes, and then wash it off with water. If
it’s a little stubborn the first time, try it again.
The one I used was called “Easy - Off Heavy Duty Cleaner”, Super Fast 5 minutes, in a yellow and red can.

Club Parts now in stock .
1 NOS Bosch distributor. Part No. 9230061603 $150.00
ALSO....... All R&S Series lenses....call Col for details.
Torsion bar removal too : $30.00
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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“WELCOME”.....To Our Newest Members
Ray & Glenys Scott
Ray and his lovely wife Glenys caught up with us in immaculate white “S” Series when he came to the recent All Chrysler Day. Prior to
then, Ray had already made himself known to fellow “Firey” Peter, and Events Guru Craig, so it wasn’t long before they joined us under the tent at our Club’s display. Ray has been kind enough to write some notes about himself and his car. Thank you Ray and welcome to our Club. Warwick

Hi All. My name is Ray Scott and I am a resident of Blaxlands
Ridge, NSW. I am currently employed as a Firefighter with Fire
and Rescue NSW ( formerly NSW Fire Brigades ), and have
been since July 1981.
My interest in Valiants started in 1967, when my Dad
purchased a ’63 “S” Series with push-button auto in Light
Spruce - similar to John Lambkin’s car. I don’t know much
more about that car, except the rego was BAL - 427. He later
owned a VC sedan and then a 1977 CL 770 Charger, which I
bought from him, on condition I would sell it back to him
( which I did ). Dad passed in 2002, and the Charger was sold
by the family.
I purchased my “S” in Jan 2010 from the second owner, who
lived in Glen Waverley in Victoria. He had owned the car since
1985. He would not say how many “S’s” he owned at that
time, but I did manage to bleed from him that his current ownership was at least SEVEN !
The car is in it’s original condition, with body number SV1 - 4 - 2347. It even had cross - ply tyres on it when I bought her,
and showed 96,700 miles on the odometer. It is an automatic, and features a Moparmatic Deluxe radio – with rear
speaker, push-button heater, rear window venetian, tow bar and weathershield.
Since my purchase, I have gone through it and replaced front shock absorbers, all wheel bearings and seals, all heater
and radiator hoses, water pump and wheel cylinders. The carby has been rebuilt also. Oh, and the cross-plys have gone,
replaced by radials.
Plans for the future…..? well at this stage it’s my intention to
keep it original. As long as it’s garaged and with a little TLC, I
hope the paint holds it’s own.
Cheers, Ray.
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N.S.W ALL CHRYSLER DAY 2013
Peter Morthen
Okie dokie.......well.....you may recall in the last issue of the magazine that I asked for peoples opinions - good
or bad - on the A.C.D. Kathryn Williams kindly wrote her article for me which is in this issue, but other than that
- ZIP. Nothing. Not an ‘iota’.
So.....I guess it’s left to me......a “Valiantless” bloke who rode his motorbike to the ACD and stayed maybe an
hour and a half. Now......my initial thought was to do an article based on disappointment......but I won’t
completely do that. I do know that when I arrived at the A.C.D this year the first thing I noticed was that the
spectator car park was pretty darn empty. This is in contrast to years when I’ve been there and the car park has
actually been a good place to “sus” out various Chryslers who’s owners chose not to bring them into the event.
Not so this year. In general I thought spectator entry was pretty subdued. There didn’t seem to be nearly as
many people wandering the isles and looking at what was on display.
In fairness, the ACD happens to be on at a time of
year when there is absolutely heaps of other
motoring events going on, mind you.....why anyone
would want to go and look at other makes of cars is
beyond me, when you have a gathering of “Mopars
Finest” right in the middle of Fairfield. In saying that,
this year was a little bit of a letdown all round. Not
only were there less spectators, but the entrants
seemed to be down as well.
Now.....Fairfield Showground is a pretty big venue, so it’s easy to look empty when there’s actually a
reasonable number of display cars, but personally it did seem a little down on numbers. It was a far cry from
the packed venue bustling with people and atmosphere from not too many years back. I think a lot was lost
when trophies were dropped, then re - introduced a year or two later..... I reckon that was part of the problem.
My personal opinion for years was that when you got a trophy from All Chrysler Day, it actually meant
something. They weren’t simply handed out or given to people who just happened to have 10 mates pick them
in entrants choice categories......the cars were judged, and whilst there was always some conjecture on “who
got what”, you would never, ever look at a trophy winning car and think “how did that thing win a trophy”. The
trophies look to be back, but I think it will take time to get the numbers back as well.
Look.........the All Chrysler Day is still a great event. There were a lot of damn fine cars at this years show, but I
fear for it’s future. I get a bit disappointed when a little Club like ours has a great line of cars displayed and
other Clubs are noticeably dwindling in numbers. Yes it’s a big venue, but that was the whole point of going
there. Rain, hail or shine the show would go on and people know there will be parking. I reckon those that cry
for a return to an outdoor venue like many years ago, tend to forget what it was like when it rained on show
day, and the event had to be CANCELLED till the next week, and only half the turnout would be there.
One thing people forget - amongst all the crap that goes on about “this show is better than that show”, or “I
don’t like that show because such and such goes to it” etc etc...... The All Chrysler Day came about because we
as Chrysler owners had NOTHING. We had no event that catered for our specific model of cars, and a group of
real Chrysler enthusiasts took it on themselves to give us an event where we could take OUR type of vehicle
and talk to other owners who shared to same passion. How many years did Chrysler Owners consider themselves the “poor country cousins” ? I think many people either forget or simply don’t realise.
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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(Continued from page 20)

2013 wasn’t the finest year for the A.C.D (again....just my opinion). But I am quite confident that the Organisers
know that as well, and all the problems associated with the day are definitely in the minds of those that are
keen to make the day a successful Chrysler event. As a Club, I guess we can just do our bit by supporting the
event, turning up, and if nothing else, use the day to catch up with heaps of other R&S owners.
So....in closing.....I was a little disappointed this year, but I’m sure it will get better. It’s too good an event to
simply let fade away.

Peter.
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“Chryslers On The Murray” fast approaching…….
Peter Morthen
OK…...so it’s not till the weekend of March 15th & 16th 2014, but I thought I’d throw a reminder out now.
C.O.T.M has become huge—recent shows getting between 600 and 700 entrants. It’s a great weekend if you
like all things Chrysler. I’ve been going for years now, and even though I don’t have a Mopar anymore, I’m still
going down for the weekend.
“WHY” ???
Because it’s a great place to visit, regardless. I’m looking forward to the ride down on my bike, and when I’m
there I simply “bum around” for 3 days (I leave on the Friday, come home Sunday). Sunday is the main Show n
Shine, but on Saturday there’s heaps of cars at the venue and always stacks and stacks of Traders with lots of
Chrysler/Valiant stuff, as well as “general” traders with all kinds of other crap.
The show has been blessed with great weather for as long as I can remember, and it’s a fantastic chance to see
vehicles from interstate you wouldn’t normally get a chance to. Sure, Albury is a decent drive from Sydney, but
it’s worth it. Mind you, if you are thinking of going for the weekend, YOU MUST BOOK SOMEWHERE A.S.A.P.
The place fills up quick for this weekend.
Always loads of R&S Valiants to see, and more American stuff than you can poke a stick at. Our guys may be
going in a group (I’m not certain), so if you’re half keen to hurtle down there with some other 62 Vals, maybe
give Colin or Craig a ring and see who’s going, and where to catch up.
ALL MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE - IMPORTANT MESSAGE……...please keep an eye out for a metallic blue Suzuki
GSX 1400…...give him lots of room and don’t tailgate him. That is all.
Check the official website for info at : www.chryslersonthemurray.com

Peter
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